柔道女子軽量級選手における組み方の違いによる背負投動作の研究
The study of motion of SEOINAGE by different way of KUMITE done by woman players in light weight category
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Abstract: In Judo competition, it is necessary for player to correspond to change of KUMITE well for own offence. There are few research which object is woman player’s KUMITE. The above facts is the reason that the purpose of this study is to analyze the difference of SEOINAGE for AYOTSU and KENKAYOTSU by Image, Electromyogram, Consciousness survey. The result of this study is that different way of KUMITE brought different feature in way of SEOINAGE to each subject. Each subject’s common feather is following. To AYOTSU, the output of muscle was not remarkable. To KENKAYOTSU, subject plunged was into opponent’s inside leg. Both to AYOTSU and to KENKAYOTSU, output of muscle was the peak when player did SEOINAGE. Subjects had a change for the method from a difference AYOTSU and KENKAYOTSU. It was performed consciously. Furthermore, it was the change that captured each characteristic.